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On Fano 3-Folds with 8 2>2 

Shigefumi Mori and Shigeru Mukai 

This article is an introduction to the classification of Pano 3-folds, 
i.e., 3-dimensional smooth projective varieties with ample anticanonical 
bundles, whose second Betti numbers are not less than two. We shall 
show, with proof or by an example, the principle of "how to classify 
them" so that one will be able to do it. The complete classification will 
be published elsewhere. 

After stating our main results in § I, we summarize the results of 
Iskovskih, Sokurov and Mori which are indispensable to our classification 
in §§ 2 and 3. § 5 is devoted to the classification of Pano 3-folds with B2 
=2, especially, imprimitive ones. In § 6, we investigate the properties of 
Pano conic bundles which play an essential role in the classification of 
imprimitive Pano 3-folds with B2 >3 (§ 7), in the proof of Theorem 1.6 
(§ 8) and in the proof of Theorem 1.2. (§ 9). 

§ O. Del Pezzo surface 

We review here the theory of del Pezzo surfaces because it is useful 
for understanding the outline of the classification of Pano 3-folds. 

Let S be a del Pezzo surface, i.e., a smooth surface with negative cano
nical bundle. The positive integer ( - KS)2 is called the degree of S. By 
Serre duality, Kodaira's vanishing theorem and the Riemann-Roch theo
rem, we have 

By Noether's formula d+c2 = 12X(llJs), We have 

(0.2) 

In particular, we have 

Proposition 0.3. (-KS)2 < 9 and peS) < 9 for every del Pezzo surface S. 

In the case of Pano 3-folds, we have (-KX )3<64 and p(X) < 10. But 
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the proof is not so easy as the proposition above. 
About the anticanonical system 1-Ks I, we have 

Proposition 0.4. (1) If( -Ks):> 2, then I-Ksl is free, i.e., free from 
fixed components and base points. 

(2) If( _KS)2> 3, then I-Ksl is very ample. 

In the case d=( _KS)2> 3, the surface Sci of degree d embedded into 
pci by the morphism cp attached to 1-Ks 1 is called the anticanonical model 
ofS. . 

If p(S) = 1, then by the Poincare duality, there is an ample divisor D 
with (D2) = 1. Since (_KS)2=9, -Ks is numerically equivalent to 3D. It 
is easy to see that dimlDI=2 and the map associated'to IDI is an isomor
phism. Hence we have 

Proposition 0.5. If p(S) = 1, then S~P2. 

(0.6) Extremal ray of a del Pezzo surface S (Theorem 2.1 [6}) 
Let NE(S)c({divisors}/~)®zR be the cone generated by effective 

divisors on S modulo numerical equivalence. This cone is a closed poly
hedral cone. If p(S»2, then an irreducible reduced curve C such that 
the equivalence class [C] lies on the edge of NE(S) satisfies one. of the fol
lowing: 

1) C is an exceptional curve of the first kind. 
2) p(S)=2, S has a pi-bundle structure and C is its fibre. 

Proposition 0.7. If S is minimal, then p(S) = 1 or S~pl XPI. 

Proof. Assume that p(S) > 1. Since Shas no exceptional curve of 
the first kind, p(S)=2 and S has a pi-bundle structure by (0.6). Since 
NE(S) has two edge, S has two pi-bundle structures. Hence S is isomor
phic to pi XPI. q.e.d. 

Proposition 0.8. Let E be an exceptional curve of the first kind on S 
and a: S~S' the blowing down of E. Then S' is a del Pezzo surface. 

By these propositions, a del Pezzo surface S satisfies one of the fol
lowing: 

d=(-Ks)2 
1) 9 
2) 8 
3) 8 
4) 1-::;.d<7 

p(S) 
1 
2 
2 

10-d 

S 
p2 
p1XPI 

Fl 
the blow-up of p2 at 97dpoints in, 
"general position". 
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The meaning of "general position" in 4) is as follows. 

Proposition 0.9. ([5]) The blow-up ofp2 at npoints Xl> ••• , Xn (n<8) 
is a del Pezzo surface if and only if no 3 of them lie on a line, no 6 on a conic, 
and for n=8 all eight do not lie on a cubic which is singular at one of 
Xl> ••• , Xs· 

By these propositions, we can conclude that the del Pezzo surfaces 
have exactly 10 deformation types. 

§ 1. Main results 

Our final result on Fano 3-folds is the following: 

Theorem 1.1. There are exactly 87 types of Fano 3-folds with B2>2 
up to deformations. (See [7] for the description of the 87 types.) 

Theorem 1.2. A Fano 3-fold with B2> 6 is isomorphic to pI X Sll-B.' 
where Sa. is a del Pezzo surface of degree d. In particular, every Fano 3-fold 
has B2~1O. 

The number N(b) of Fano 3-folds with B2=b up to deformations is 
as follows: 

b 12345678910 

N(b) 36 31 12 3 1 1 1 1 1 

>11 

o 

We refer the reader to [4] for Fano 3-folds with B2=1 which are 
called Fano 3-folds of the first species. 

Definition 1.3. A Fano 3-fold is imprimitive if it is isomorphic to the 
blow-up of a Fano 3-fold along a smooth irreducible curve. A Fano 3-
fold is primitive if it is not imprimitive. 

Example 1.4. A Fano 3-fold with B2 = 1 is primitive. pI X p2, pI X 
PIXpI and a divisor W6 CP2Xp2 ofbidegree (1,1) are primitive Fano 3-
folds. If a Fano 3-fold is a double cover of another primitive Fano 3-
fold with ample branch locus, then it is also primitive. 

Example 1.5. Let C be a disjoint union of n smooth irreducible 
curves in pa and assume that C is a scheme theoretic intersection of cubics. 
Then the blow-up X of pa along C is an imprimtive Fano 3-fold with B2 = 
n+l. 

Proof It suffices to show that -Kx is ample. Let a: X--",pa be the 
blowing up and D=a-I(C) the exceptional divisor. Then we have -Kx 
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-a*(-Kp .)-D-4a*H-D for a plane H in P3. The linear system 
! 3a* H - D I is free by our assumption and I a* H I is also free. Hence I - Kx I 
=1(3a*H-D)+a*HI is free. By Proposition 4.6. [2] it suffices to show 
that (-Kx'Z»O for every irreducible reduced curve Z on X. 

Case in which a(Z) is a point. Z is an exceptional line and (D· Z) 
= -1. Hence (-Kx ·Z)=(4a*H.Z)-(D.Z)=4(H·a*Z)+ 1 = 1. 

Case in which a(Z) is not a point. Since 13a* H - D I is free and H is 
ample, we have 

(-Kx ·Z)=(a*H·Z)+(3a*H-D.Z»(H·a*Z»O q.e.d. 

The following is the first step of our classification and will be proved 
in § 8. 

Theorem 1.6. Let X be a primitive Fano 3-fold. Then we have 
(1) Bz(X) < 3, 
(2) if BzCX)=2, then X is a conic bundle over p2 and 
(3) if Bz(X) = 3, then X is a conic bundle over pI X pI and has either 

a divisor D ~ pI X pI such that (r) D(D) ~ (r)( -1, - 1) or another conic bundle 
structure over pI X pl. 

By (3) of the theorem, it is not hard, though we omit it here, to see 
that a primitive Fano 3-fold with Bz = 3 satisfies one of the following: 

(a) (- KX)3 = 12. X is a double cover of P! X pI X pI whose branch 
locus is a smooth divisor of tridegree (2, 2, 2). 

(b) (_KX)3= 14. X is a smooth member of ID8IzQS)(r)P1XP1(r)(2, 3)1 
on the PZ-bundie P«(r)EJ3i(r)(-I, _1)EB2) over plXPI such that Xn Y is 
irreducible, where L is the tautological line bundle and Y is the unique 
member of ILl. 

(c) (-KxY=48. Xis isomorphic to pIXPIXPI. 
(d) (-KX)3=52. X is isomorphic to the pI-bundle P«(r)EJ3i(r)(1, 1)) 

over PIXPI. 
The primitive Fano 3-folds with Bz=2 cannot be cassified only by (2) 

of Theorem 1.6. The following will be proved in § 5. 

Theorem 1.7. The primitive Fano 3-folds with Bz = 2 have the following 
9 deformation types: 

(-KxY 

1) 6 

2) 12 

X 

a double cover of pI X pz whose branch 
locus is a divisor of bidegree (2.4) 
a double cover of W6, see 6), whose branch 
locus is a member of 1-Kw.1 or a smooth 
divisor on pz X p2 of bidegree (2.2) 

types of extremal 
rays 

CI-DI 
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3) 14 a double cover of V7 , see 8), whose branch CI-Ea or E4 
locus is a member of/-Kv7/ 

4) 24 a double cover of pi X pz whose branch CI-Dz 
locus is a divisor of bidegree (2.2) 

5) 30 a smooth divisor on pz X pz of bidegree CI-CZ 

(1.2) 
6) 48 W6, a smooth divisor on pz X p2 of bidegree Cz-Cz 

(1.1) 
7) 54 plXPZ Cz-Da 
8) 56 V7 =P((!JEJj(!J(1» Cz-Ez 
9) 62 P((!JEJj(!J(2» CZ-E5 

§2. Known results 

First we recall some known results on Fano 3-folds which are neces
sary for our classification. 

O. Elementary facts. Let X be a Fano 3-fold. Then by Serre 
duality, the Riemann-Roch theorem and Kodaira's vanishing theorem, we 
have 

i) hi((!Jx) = ° for every i>O, 
ii) (-Kx ' cz(X» = 24X((!Jx) =24, 
iii) dim /-Kx/={lj2)(-Kx)3+2 and 
iv) Pic X is torsion-free. 

In particular, the Picard number p(X) is equal to the second Betti number 
Bz(X) and is a topological invariant of X. 

I. Fano 3-folds with index > 2 ([3]). The largest integer r which 
divides - Kx in Pic X is called the index of X. Fano 3-folds with index 2: 2 
are classified as follows: 

index of X Bz(X) ( -KxY X 
4 1 64 p 3 

3 54 a smooth quadric Q in p 4 

2 1 8d Vd ,1::;;:d<5 
2 48 W6 
3 48 plXplXPI 

2 56 V7, see Theorem 1.7, 

where 1) VI is a double cover of the Veronese cone W4 CP6 whose branch 
locus is a smooth intersection of W4 and a cubic hypersurface not passing 
through the vertex of the cone, 

2) V2 is a double cover of p3 whose branch locus is a smooth quartic 
hypersurface, 

3) V3 is a smooth cubic hypersurface of p4, 
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4) V4 is a complete intersection of two quadrics in P5, 
5) V5 is a complete intersection of a linear subspace ps in p9 and the 

Grassmann variety Grass (P4~PI) embedded in p9 by the Plucker 
embedding, and 

6) Ws is a smooth divisor on p2 X p2 of bidegree (Ll). We is iso
morphic to the pI-bundle P(Tp .) over P2. 

II. Fano 3-folds whose anticanonical systems are not very ample 
([3]). Let X be a Fano 3-fold of index 1. Then we have 

1) the anticanonical system I-Kxl is free (i.e., free from fixed com
ponents and base points) except for the following two cases 

(i) X is a isomorphic to the blow-up of VI along a smooth elliptic 
curve which is a complete intersection of two members of 1-(I/2)Kv, l. 
One has (-KX )3=4. 

(ii) X is isomorphic to pI X S" where SI is a del Pezzo surface of 
degree 1. One has (-KxY=6. 

2) Assume that 1-Kx 1 is free but not very ample. Such Fano 3-
folds are called hyperelliptic and classified as follows: 

B 2(X) (_KX)3 X 
1 2 a double cover of p3 whose branch locus is a 

smooth sextic. 
1 4 a double cover of a quadric hypersurface QCP4 

whose branch locus is a smooth intersection of 
Q and a quartic hypersurface 

2 6 a double cover of pI X p2 whose branch locus is 
a smooth divisor on pI X p2 of bidegree (2.4) 

2 8 the blow-up of V2 along an elliptic curve which 
is a complete intersection of two members of 
1-(1J2)Kv.1 

9 12 pI X S2' where S2 is a del Pezzo surface of degree 
2. 

III. Existence of lines ([8], [9]). Let X be a Fano 3-fold whose anti
canonical system is very ample. Its anticanonical model, i.e., the image 
of Xby the morphism attached to I-Kxl, is a subvariety of degree 2g-2 
in pg+" where g=(l/2)( -KxY+ 1. 

Theorem (Sokurov). If the index of X is equal to 1 and if X 'j;;. pI X p2, 
then there exists a I-dimensional family of lines on the anticanonical model 
X Zg _2 cPg+l. 
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§ 3. Extremal rays of Fano 3-folds 

We apply the theory in [6] to Fano 3-folds. Let X be a Fano 3-fold 
with B2>2. Let Nz(X) (resp. NEz(X» be the set of numerically equiva
lence classes of I-cycles (resp. effective I-cycles) on X. Let N(X) = Nz(X) 
®z Rand NE(X) the cone in N(X) generated by NEz(X). By Theorem 
1.2 [6], we have 

(3.1) NE(X) is a closed polyhedral cone. 

Let R be an extremal ray of X, i.e., a half line which is an edge of the 
polyhedral cone NE(X). There exists a morphism f: X---+ Y to a normal 
projective variety such that (i) f*(T) x ~ (T)y and (ii) for any irreducible 
reduced curve C on X, [C] e R if and only if f( C) is a point. Such an f 
is unique up to an isomorphism, called the contraction of R and denoted 
by contR : X---+Y(Theorem 3.1 [6]). 

Put .u(R) = min {( -Kx'Z) I Z is a rational curve such that [Z] e R} 
and let I=IR be a rational curve such that [I] e Rand (-Kx ·/)=.u(R). 
Then there exists an exact sequence 

(3.2) 
/* ( .1) 

O~Pic Y~PicX~Z~O, 

where ( .l)(D) = (D. 1) for D ePic X. (Theorem 1.2 [6]. The surjectivity 
of ( ./) is a consequence of classification of R and Corollary 3.6 below and 
not true in general if X is not a Fano 3-fold.) In particular, we have p(X) 
=p(Y)+1. 

R andf=contR are classified as follows: 

Case dim Y = 3: There exists an irreducible reduced divisor D of X 
such thatflx_D is an isomorphism and dimf(D)< 1. Such D is uniquely 
determined by R and called the exceptional divisor of R. Moreover f is 
the blowing-up ofYbythe ideal defining feD) (given the reduced structure). 
f and D satisfy one of the following ([6] Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4) 

type of R fandD .u (R) 1 
EI feD) is a smooth curve, Y is smooth and 1 exceptional 

flD: D---+ifJ(D) is a pI-bundle. line 
E2 feD) is a point, Yis smooth, D~p2 and 2 line in 

(T)D(D)~(T)p( -1). D~p2 

E3 feD) is an ordinary double point. D~PI 1 sXplor 
XpI, (T)D(D)~(T)( -1, -1) and 8XPI and Plxt in D 
pI X t are numerically equivalent for every 
s, t e pl. 
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f(D) is a double point. D is an irreduci
ble reduced singular quadric surface in P3, 
@D(D)~@i:;9@p( -1). 
f(D) is a quadruple point of Y, D~p2, 
and (!JD(D)~@p( -2). 

1 generator 
of the cone 
D 

1 line in 
D~p2 

If R is of El-type, then either (1) Yis a Fano 3-fold or (2) D~pl X 
pi and @D(D)~(!J(-l, -1) (Proposition 4.5). 

R is called of El.a-type in the case (1) and of El.b-type in the case (2). 
If R is of El.b-type, then a horizontal section of flD: D~C is not nu
merically equivalent to a fibre of flD (because Y is projective), and be
longs to another extremal ray of El.b-type. If B2(X)=2, then Y is always 
a Fano 3-fold because Y is projective and p(Y)= 1. Moreover, Y is of 
index> 2 (proposition 4.10). 

In the case R is of E2-type, Y is a Fano 3-fold. The proof is similar 
to and easier than Proposition 4.5. 

If the ray R is of type E2, E3, E4 or E5, then the exceptional divisor 
has the following property: 

(3.3) Both @D(D) and Q)D are negative, i.e., their inverses are ample. 
Every curve in D can move in D. 

(3.4) D is mapped to a point by every morphism g from X onto a curve 
if there is any. 

Proof If R is of type E2, E4 or E5, then D has no nontrivial mor
phism onto a curve. If R is of type Ea, then D ~ pi X pl. Hence either 
g(SXPI) or g(PI X t) is a point, or equivalently, the intersection number 
(sXP1.g-I(point)) or (Pi X t.g-l(point)) is zero. Since SXPI and pi X t 
are numerically equivalent for every s, t E pi by definition, both g(SXpl) 
and g(PI X t) are points. It follows that g(D) is a point. q.e.d. 

Case dim Y = 2: Y is a smooth projective surface, f: X ~ Y is a conic 
bundle andf-I(C) is irreducible for every irreducible curve C on Y (Pro
position 6.3). We have the following two cases: 

type of R f peR) I 
Cl f has a singular I an irreducible component of a 

fibre reducible fibre or Ii reduced part 
of a multiple fibre 

C2 f is a pi-bundle 2 a fibre 

Proposition 3.5. Y is rational. 

Proof Since q(X)=O andfis surjective, q(Y)=O. By the formula 
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-4KY~f*( -KxY+L1, (proposition 6.2, (4», (Ky. A) is negative for every 
ample divisor A on Y. Hence all the plurigenera P m(Y) vanish. There-
fore Y is rational by Castelnuovo's criterion. q.e.d. 

Corollary 3.6. If R is of Cz-type, then f is locally trivial for Zariski 
topology. 

Case dim Y = 1 : Y is a smooth curve and p(X) = p( Y) + 1 = 2. Every 
fibre off is irreducible and reduced and the generic fibre X~ is a del Pezzo 
surface. We have the following three cases: 

f 
Xq is a del Pezzo surface of degree d, 1 <d<6. 
f is a quadric bundle, i.e., every fibre is iso
morphic to a normal quadric surface in P 3• 

f is a P2-bundle. 

p.(R) 
1 
2 

3 

Since q(X)=O andfis surjective, q(Y)=O. If follows that Y~Pl. 

§ 4. Blowing-up and blowing-down of Fano 3-folds 

Let f: X -+ Y be the blowing-up of a smooth 3-dimensional variety Y 
along a smooth irreducible curve C on Y. We will keep the meaning of 
these symbols in this section. The following are easily verified: 

(4.1) -Kx-f*(-Ky)-D for the exceptional divisor D of f. 

(4.2) D~P(N~/Y) and (!}D( -D) is the tautological line bundle, where 
No/y is the normal bundle of C and N~/y is its dual vector bundle. 

(4.3) (D3) = -deg No/Yo (D2. -Kx)=2Pa(C)-2, 

(D.( _KX)2)=( -Ky· C)+2-2Pa(C) and 

(_KX)8=( _Ky)8_2{( -Ky· C)-Pa(C)+ I}. 

Lemma 4.4. Assume that X is a Fano 3-fold. Then we have 
(1) (-Ky. C»2Pa(C)-2, 
(2) ( - Ky· C) > 0 if C is rational. The equality holds if and only if 

No/y~(!}( _1)EBl2 or equivalently D~pl Xpl and (!}D(D)~(!)( -1, -1), and 
(3) (-Ky.C»Pa(C)-l and (_KX)8«-Ky)3. 

Proof. Since -Kx is ample, ((_Kx)2.D) is positive. Hence (1) 
follows from (4.3). Since -Kx is ample, so is (!}D( -Kx). Since (!}D( -Kx) 
is a tautological line bundle of flD: D -+ C, the direct image F = 
(fID)*(!}D( -Kx) is ample. If C~pl, every vector bundle on C is a direct 
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sum of line bundles. Hence « - KX)2. D) = deg F> 2 and the equality 
holds if and only if F~@(1)Efl2. (2) follows from this and (4.3) because 
F~Ncly0(})(/. (3) is an easy consequence of (1), (2) and (4.3). q.e.d. 

Proposition 4.5. If X is a Fano 3-fold, then one of the following holds: 
(1) Y is a Fano 3-fold, and 
(2) C~pl and NCly~@(-1)Efl2 or equivalently D~P!Xpl and 

@D(D)~@( -1, -1). Even in the case (2), [-nKy[ is free for some n>O. 

Proof First we show 

Claim: [-nKy[ is free for some n>O. 

[-mKx[ is free for some m>O. Therefore by (4.1), [-mKy[ has no fixed 
components or no base points outside of C. By Kodaira's vanish
ing theorem, the restriction map HO(@y( -Ky))~HO(@x( -Kx+D))-+ 
HO(@D( -Kx+D)) ~HO(@c(-Ky)) is surjective. Since hO(@c(-Ky)) > 
X(@c(-Ky))=(-Ky,C)-Pa(C)+l>O by Lemma 4.4, [-Ky[ has a 
member not containing C. Hence [-mKy[ has only a finite number of 
base points. By Zariski's Theorem, [-m'mKy[ is free for some m'>O. 

(-Ky'Z»O for every irreducible curve Z=/=C on Y, because 
(-Ky.Z)=(f*(-Ky)'Z') = (-Kx·Z')+(D·Z'»O, where Z' is the 
strict transform of Z. Hence, if (-Ky· C) >0, then Y is a Fano 3-fold by 
Proposition 4.6, [2]. If ( - Ky' C) = 0, then C and D satisfy (2) by Lemma 
4.4. q.e.d. 

Corollary 4.6. Let V be the blow-up of a Fano 3-fold W along a dis
joint union of two smooth curves C1 and C2 on W. If V is a Fano 3-fold, 
then the blow-up Vi of Walong Ci is a Fano 3-foldfor each i= 1,2. 

Next we consider a necessary condition for X to be a Fano 3-fold. 
The following is used very often in our classification. 

Proposition 4.7. If X is a Fano 3-fold, then C does not meet any curve 
Z with (-Ky· Z) = 1 in a zero-dimensional set. 

Proof Assume that C meets a curve Z with ( - Ky' Z) = 1 in a zero 
dimensional set. Let Z' be the strict transform of Z by f Then, by (4.1), 
we have (-Kx' Z')=(f*( - Ky)' Z')-(D. Z')= (-Ky f*Z')- CD. Z')= 1 
-(D.Z'). By our assumption (D·Z') is positive. Hence (-Kx'Z) is 
nonpositive and -Kx is not ample. q.e.d. 

Corollary 4.8. Assume that Y is isomorphic to the blow-up of Y'. If 
X is a Fano 3-fold, then either C is disjoint from the exceptional divisor of 
YjY' or C is an exceptional line of YjY' (i.e., an irreducible reduced curve 
on Y which is mapped to a point of Y'). 
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Proposition 4.9. Assume that C ~ pI and (-Ky' C) = 1. If X is a 
Fano 3-fold, then Nc/y~(9pffi(9p( -1). 

Proof Since degNc/y=(-Ky.C)+degKc=-I, Nc/y~(9p(n)ffi 
(9( -1-n) for some n>O. Let s be the section of pI-bundle D=P(N~/y) 
~C corresponding to the exact sequence 

By (4.1) and (4.2), we have (-Kx·s)=(f*(-Ky).s)-(D·s)=(-Ky.J*s) 
+ ((9D( -D)'S)D= I-n. Therefore if X is a Fano 3-fold, we have n=O. 

q.e.d. 

The following proposition shows that, in order to classify imprimitive 
Fano 3-folds, it is not necessary to consider the blowing-up of Fano 3-folds 
of the first species. Its proof is heavily due to Sokurov's result. 

Proposition 4.10. If Y is a Fano 3-fold of the first species, i.e., with 
B2= 1 and of index 1, then X is not a Fano 3-fold. 

Proof Case 1. I-Kyl is not very ample. By II of § 2, (-Ky)s=2 
or 4. If X were a Fano 3-fold, (-Kx)S would be equal to 2 by (4.3). 
Since Xis of index 1 and B2(X»2, I-Kxl would be very ample through 
II of § 2 and hence X~p3 by the anticanonical map, which is a contra
diction. 

Case 2. 1-Ky 1 is very ample. By III of § 2, Y has a I-dimensional 
family of rational curves Z with (-Ky' Z) = 1. Let S be the union of 
such Z's. Since p(Y)= 1, S is ample. Hence C meets a rational curve Z 
with ( - Ky' Z) = 1. If C n Z is O-dimensional, then X is not a Fano 3-fold 
by Proposition 4.7. If C=Z and Nz/y~(9ffi(9( -1), then Xis not a Fano 
3-fold by Proposition 4.9. If C=Z and Nz/y~(9ffi(9( -1), then we can 
show that Cmeets other d+ 1 rational curves Z' (counted with multiplicity) 
with ( - Ky' Z') = 1, where d is the degree of the surface which is the union 
of all the deformations of Z. Helice X is not a Fano 3-fold by Pro
position 4.7. 

§ 5. Classification of Fano 3-folds with B2 = 2 

Let X be a Fano 3-fold with B2=2. Since N(X)~R2, NE(X) has 
just two edges, i.e., extremal rays RI and R2 by (3.1). Set/t=contR ,: X~ 

Yt, pt=p(Rt) and It=IR' for i= 1, 2. Let L, be an ample generator of 
Pic Yt and put H, = /t* Lt. The proof of the following is one of the essential 
parts of the classification of Fano 3-folds with B2 = 2. 
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Theorem 5.1. (1) Pic X is the direct sum o/.t;.*Pic YI and f,/Pic Yz. 
{HI, Hz} is a basis of Pic X and {/z, II} is the dual basis of Nz(X). Moreover. 
-KxSpzHI+PIHz' 

(2) If Rz is of type Ez, Es, E4 or E5, then (Dz ./1) = 1, where Dz is the 
exceptional divisor of Rz. 

Proof of (1) (mainly in the case X is primitive). 
If RI or Rz is of Dg-type, then X is a Fano PZ-bundie over pi and we 

know that X is isomorphic to pi X pz or the blow-up of ps along a line. 
For these X, (1) is easily checked. Hence we may assume that neither 
RI nor Rz is of Ds-type. 

By (3.2), we have two exact sequences 

O P· Y it P' X( .It)Z 0 
~lC t~lC ~ ~ i=I,2. 

By the definition of!t = contRt, it is obvious that.t;.* Pic YI n J;* Pic Yz = {O}. 
Let a be the order of the quotient group Pic X/'L.tt=I,zh* Pic Yt • By the 
above exact sequences, both (HI ./z) and (Hz ./1) are equal to a. Since 
(Ht·lt)=O and (-Kx·lt)=Pi for i= 1,2, we have 

(5.2) 

Hence it suffices to show that a= 1. We will deduce it from the equality 

and an estimation of (cz(X)· Ht). 
By the Riemann-Roch Theorem, we have 

Lemma 5.4. Let D be an effective divisor on X, then (cz(X).D)= 
6X({1}D)+6X({9D(D))-2(DS)-« -Kx)z. D). 

By the lemma, we have 

type of R I EI=EI,a Ez Eg or E4 E5 

(5.5) (cz(X).H) 24/r+ degC 24/r 24/r 45/r 

CI Cz DI D2 Ds 

deg..:1+6 6 12-(Kx~)Z 4 3 

where r is the largest number which devides -Kx+D (resp. -Kx+2D; 
2(-Kx )+D), D being the exceptional divisor of R, in Pic X if R is of 
type EI or Es or E4 (resp. Ez, E5), C is the center of the blowing-up f and 
deg C is (L· C) if R is of EI-type, ..:1 is the discriminant locus {y E YIX 11 is 
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not smooth} of/if R is of Cl-type, where y:;.pz by Proposition 3.7, in 
the case R is of type Cl or Cz, and X~ is the generic fibre of/if/is of D l -

type. 
For example, in the case R is of type E3 or E4, applying the lemma to 

the exceptional divisor D, we have (clX).D)=6+0-4-2=O. Since 
-Kx+D~rH, (cz(X).H) is equal to (l/r){(cz(X). -Kx)+(cz(X)·D)}= 
24/r. 

If R is of type Cl, then Y:;. pz and by the formula J~ -4Kp.
/i-Kx)Z (Proposition 6.2), we have deg .,1< 12. It follows that 

(5.6) 7«cz(X)·H)<17 if R is of Cl-type. 

If R is of type Dl> then 1«Kx~)z<6 by the classification of extremal 
rays. Hence we have 

(5.7) if R is of Dl-type. 

We consider the case in which X is primitive. By Theorem 1.6, at 
least one of Rl and Rz (say Rl) is of type Cl or C2 • Rz is not El-type since 
X is primitive. Hence by (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), we have 

(5.8) 

Case 1. Rl is of Cl-type 
i) flz= 1. a( -Kx)~Hl +Hz. If (cz(X)·Hz)=45, then we have by 

(5.3) and (5.6), 51=7+45<24a<17+45=62, which is a contradiction. 
Hence (cz(X).Hz)<24 by (5.8) and we have 24a=(cz(X).Hl)+(cZ(X)·Hz) 
<17+24=41. It follows that a=1. 

ii) flz=2. a( -Kx)~2Hl +Hz• If a were even, then Hz would be 
divisible by 2 in Pic X, which contradicts to our choice of Hz. Hence a is 
odd. Since R2 is of type Ez or Cz or Dz (see § 3), (cz(X)·Hz)<24 by (5.5). 
Hence we have 24a<2·17+24=58 by (5.3) and (5.6). It follows that a= 1. 

Case 2. Rl is of Cz-type 
i) flz= 1. a(-Kx)~Hl+2Hz. By the same reason as above, a is 

odd. By (5.3) and (5.5), we have 12a=3+(cz(X).Hz). By (5.8), we have 
a=1. 

ii) flz=2. a(-Kx)~2Hl+2Hz. By (5.3), 12a=6+(czCX).Hz). In 
the case Rz is of Ez-type, from the equality 12a=6+(24/r), we obtain a= 1 
and r = 4. If Rz is not of Ez-type, then (cz(X). Hz) < 6 and we have a = 1. 

In the case X is imprimitive, (1) can be proved in a way quite similar 
to the primitive case by Lemma 5.9 below. Since X is imprimitive, Rl or 
Rz is of El-type. 
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Lemma 5.9. If R, is of E,-type, we have 
(1) deg CI «r,-(f1z/aWd" where CI is the center of.t; =contR1 and 

d,=(LD· 
(2) (cz(X).H,)<3L 
(3) (cz(X).H,)<25 ifa<3, <23 ifa<2 and <17 ifa=l. 
(4) (cz(X)·H,)<20 if a<3 and f12=2. 

Proof (1) Since both H, and Hz are numerically effective, (H,. HD 
>0 (cf. [2]). On the other hand, by (4.2) and -Kx?ii$r,H,-D" we have 

O<f1~(H,.HD=(H,.(a( -KX)-f12H,)2) 

=(H, · «ar,- f1z)H,-aD,)2) 

=(ar,-f1z)Z(HD+aZ(H,·DD· 

Since (HI' DD = - deg C, and (HD = (LD = d" we have our assertion. 
(2) By Proposition 4.10, the index r l of the Fano 3-fold YI is greater 

than 1. Hence by I in § 2, the possibility of the pair (r" d,) is limited to 
{4,1), (3, 2}and (2, d,), l<d,<5. Hence by (1), we have (cz(X).H,)= 
(24/r,)+deg C,<max(Tl,<l1)[(24/r,)+(rl -(1/a))Zdl ]=31, where [ ] is the 
Gauss symbol. This shows (2). (3) and (4) are proved in a similar way. 

q.e.d. 

Proof of (2) in Theorem 5.1. Here we only prove (2) in the case X is 
primitive. 

Case L R, is of CI-type. By (1) of Theorem 5.1, -Kx ?ii$f1zH,+Hz. 
Since H 2·Dz?ii$0 and H~?ii$2/" we have 2(l,.Dz) = (H~.Dz)=(I/f1D«-Kx)2. 
D 2) = 1 if R2 is of type E2 or E 5, and = 2 if R2 is of type E3 or E4. Hence 
R2 is of type E3 or E4 and (II . Dz) = L 

Case 2. R, is of type C2. By (1) of Theorem 5.1, -KX?ii$f12HI + 2Hz. 
R2 is not of type E3 or E4, because 24=(cz(X).H,)+2(cz(X).H2)=6+ 
(48/r) has no integral solution. Hence Rz is of type E2 or E5 and we have 
{/,.Dz)=(H~.Dz)=(1/f1D« -Kx)z.Dz)= L q.e.d. 

Now we classify the primitive Fano 3-folds with Bz = 2 by using 
Theorem 5.1. We denote by (*-**) the case in which the ray R, is of 
*-type and Rz of **-type. We may assume that R, is of C, or Cz-type. 

Case 1. R z is also of C, or C2-type. Both.t; andfz are conic bundles 
-over pz. Consider the morphism f=(.t;,fz): X-?p2 X pz. By the defini~ 
tion of ft, f is finite. 

Claim. f*X is a divisor of bidegree (2/ f12' 2/ f1,)' 
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Proof Put M t =1rt<!lps(1) for i=l, 2, where1rt: pzXpz-,;pz is the 
projection onto the i-th factor. Since J* M t ~ Hi and H~ ~ (2/ Pt)lt, we have 

(J*X. point X line) = (J*X. M~. Mz) = (J* M~ 1* Mz) 

2 2 
=(H~.Hz)=-(ll·Hz) =-

PI PI 

Claim. If the natural morphism a: X-,;J(X) is birational, then it is 
an isomorphism. 

Proof Assume that a is birational. Since a is finite, we have - Kx 
~ a*( - Kf(x») + L1 by the residue formula, where L1 is the zeros of the con
ductor ideal. Since J(X) is of bidegree (2/ pz, 2/ PI)' we have 

Hence by Theorem 5.1, L1 is empty, that is, X-,;J(X) is an isomorphism. 
q.e.d. 

(Cl - Cl ) J is generically one-to-one or two-to-one. In the former 
case, J is an embedding and the image is a divisor of bidegree (2, 2). In 
the latter case, Xis double cover of J(X). J(X)cPZXPZ is of bidegree 
(1, 1) and smooth because both 1rl lf(x) and 1rzlf(x) are equidimensional (type 
2) in Theorem 1.7). 

(Cl - Cz) X is isomorphic to a smooth divisor on pz X p 2 of bidegree 
(1,2) (type 5) in Theorem 1.7). 

(Cz - Cz) X is isomorphic to Ws, a smooth divisor on pz X pz of 
bidegree (1, 1) (type 6) in Theorem 1. 7). 

Case 2. Rz is of DI , Dz or Ds-type. Consider the morphism J= 
U;,/z): X-,;PZXPI. Jis finite and surjective. By Theorem 5.1, we have 
deg J = (H~· Hz) = (2/ PI)(ll . Hz) = 2/ Pl' Therefore X is a double cover of 
p 2 Xpi or isomorphic to pZXpl (type 1),4) and 7) in Theorem 1.7). 

Case 3. Rzis of Ez, E3, E4 or E.-type. By (2) of Theorem 5.1, the 
degree of}; IDo: DZ-,;p2 is equal to (H~. Dz) = (2/ Pl)(ll . Dz) = 2/ PI = 1 or 2. 
Hence if Dz ~ pz, then PI = 2 and deg}; IDs = 1, that is, if R2 is of Ez or E.
type, then}; is a pi-bundle and Dz is a section of};. Therefore X is iso
morphic to P(<!lE8ei(1)) or P(<!lE8<!l(2)) according as R2 is of Ez-type or 
E.-type (type 8) or 9) in Theorem 1.7). 

In the case Rz is of type Es or E4-type, then PI = 1 and deg}; IDo = 2. 
Since <!IF(-Kx-Dz) is trivial for every fibre F of};, it is isomorphic to 
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h*(!}p(n) for some integer n. Since (!}D2( -Kx-D2)~(!}D2(2), n=2. Since 
(!}D,( -Kx)~(!}D2(1), .t;,*(!}D.( -Kx)~(!}pE8(IJp(1)· Hence by the exact 
sequence O----,;(lJxC -Kx-D2)----';(lJXC -KX)----';(lJD2( -Kx)----';O, we have 0----,; 
(lJp(2)----,;.t;,*(lJx( -Kx)----';(lJpE8(IJp(I)----';O. Hence .t;,*(lJxC -Kx)=(lJpE8(IJp(1) 
E8 (lJp (2). Since}; is conic bundle, X is a divisor of P«(lJpE8(IJp(1)E8(IJp(2)). 
Since - Kx ~ L Ix> X is linearly equivalent to 2L, where L is the tautological 
line bundle. Let S be the section of P«(lJE8(IJ(1)E8(IJ(2)) corresponding to 
the exact sequence 0----,;(IJ(I)E8(IJ(2)----,;(lJE8(IJ(1)E8(IJ(2)----,;(IJ----,;0. Since Lis is 
trivial and X is Fano, Xn S=ifJ. P«(lJE8(IJ(l)E8(IJ(2))-S is isomorphic to 
the line bundle Z = V«(lJV7« -1/2)Kv7)) over V7 • It is easy to see the restric
tion of Z----,; V7 to X is a double covering. (type 3) in Theorem 1.7) 

So we have proved that every primitive Fano 3-fold withB2 =2 belongs 
to a class in Theorem 1.7. It is easily verified that every class in Theorem 
1.7 is a family of Fano 3-folds parametrized by an irreducible variety. 
Moreover every two different classes cannot be deformed to each other 
because they have different values of (-KX)3. Therefore the primitive 
Fano 3-folds with B2=2 have exactly 9 deformation types as described in 
Theorem 1.7. 

The imprimitive Fano 3-folds with B2 = 2 are also classified by using 
Theorem 5.1. For example, we consider the case (EI - EI)' In this case, 
X is the graph of birational map between YI and Y2• Let Ci be the center 
of the blowing-up h, ri the index of Yi and put di = (LD. 

(5.11) deg CI =(rl-l)2dl-(r2-1)d2 

(- KX)3 = (3rl - 2)dl + (3r2 - 2M. 

Proof -Kx~h*(-Ky,)-Di~riHi-Di for i=l, 2. On the other 
hand, -Kx~HI+H2 by Theorem 5.1. HenceDI~(rl-l)HI-H2 andD2 

~(r2-1)H2-HI' Since (H~· Di)=O for both i= 1,2, we have (H~. H2)= 
(rl - 1 )(HD = (rl -1 )dl and (HI' HD = (r2 -1 )d2. Therefore 

deg CI = -(HI .D~)= -(HI .«rl-l)HI-H2)2) 

= -(rl-l)2(HD+2(rl-l)(H~.H2)-(HI·HD 

= -(rl-l)2dl +2(rl-l)2dl-(r2-l)d2 

=(rl-l)2dl-(r2-1)d2. 

The second equality is obtained in the same way. q.e.d. 

By Proposition 4.10, both r l and r2 are greater than 1. By (5.11), 

Hence either r l or r 2 is greater than 2. By I of § 2, we can show that Fano 
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3-folds with B2 = 2 of type (El - El) have the following 6 deformation types: 

(-KIY Yl degCl Pa(Cl) Y2 deg C2 Pa(C2) 

I) 20 pa 6 3 pa 6 3 
2) 24 pa 5 1 Q 5 1 
3) 26 pa 5 2 V4 1 0 
4) 28 Q 4 0 Q 4 0 
5) 30 pa 4 0 V5 2 0 
6) 34 Q 3 0 V5 I 0 

Here Pa(Cl) can be computed by (4.3). 
As a corollary of the classification, we have 

Proposition 5.12. An imprimitive Fano 3-fold X with B2 = 2 satisfies 
one of the following: 

(a) X is isomorphic to the blow-up of pa along a smooth irreducible 
curve which is a scheme-theoretic intersection of cubics. 

(b) X is isomorphic to the blow-up of Q C p4 along a smooth irreducible 
curve which is a scheme-theoretic intersection of members of I (!) 9(2) I. 

(c) Xis isomorphic to the blow-up ofVd , l<d<5, along an elliptic 
or rational curve which is a scheme-theoretic intersection of members of 
1-(1/2)Kva l· 

§ 6. Fano conic bundle 

First we recall some general properties of a conic bundle f: X ~S. 

Definition 6.1. A morphismf: X~S from a smooth variety X onto 
a smooth surface S is a conic bundle if every fibre is isomorphic to a conic, 
i.e., a scheme of zeros of a nonzero homogeneous form of degree 2 on pz. 
The set {s e Slf-l(S) is not smooth} is called the discriminant locus off and 
denoted by Ll f' 

Proposition 6.2. (I) fisflat and f*(}J"i1 is a vector bundle of rank 3 
and the natural map X ~P(f*(j)il) is an embedding. In particular, X is pro
jective if S is projective. 

(2) If Ll f is non-empty, then it is a curve with only ordinary double 
points and Sing Llf={s e Slf-l(S) is non-reduced}. 

(3) If a smooth rational curve C is a connected component of Ll f' then 
f-l(C) is reducible. 

(4) Llf~ -f*Kl:/s~ -f*Ki-4Ks· 

Proof. For (1) and (2) see Chapter I [I]. Let C be a smooth rational 
curve which is a connected component of Llf • By (2),J-l(S) is a union of 
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two smooth rational curves, for every SEC. Let C C Hilb x be the para
metrizing space of those rational curves. Since C~pl and C is isomorphic 
to an etale double cover of C, C is disconnected. Hencef-l(C) is reduci
ble. This shows (3). Let C be a smooth curve on S intersecting LI f trans
versally and such that the surfacef-l(C) is smooth. It is easy to see that 
rational equivalence classes of such curves generate Pic S. Y;=f-l(C) is 
isomorphic to the blow-up of a pi-bundle Yo over C. Since (Ky%Y - 0, 
- K} /0 is rationally equivalent to the sum of the singular points of fibres 
with all coefficients 1. It follows that -f*K.2y /o -Llf • C. Since wy/o is ca
nonically isomorphic to wx,sln we have Llf · C- -f*K}/C- -f*(Ki,s' Y) 
- -f*(Ki,s-!*C)- -(f*Ki/s)' C. In particular, (LI!" C)= -(f*K'i/s' 
C), that is, Llf~ -f*Khs' On the other hand, sincef*Kx - -2S, we have 
-f*Ki,s- -I*(Kx -f*Ks)2- -f*Ki-4Ks, which shows (4). q.e.d. 

Proposition 6.3. Let f: X -+S be a conic bundle over a projective sur
face S. Then we have 

(1) p(X)-p(S)= 1 if and only iff-l(C) is irreducible for every irre
ducible curve C on S. 

(2) Assume that f-l( C) is reducible for an irreducible curve C on S. 
Then i) C is smooth, ii) f-l( C) is a union of El and E2 such that fiE,: Et-+ 
C is a pi-bundle for i= 1,2 and iii) there are a conic bundle gj: Yt-+S 
and a morphism at: X-+Yt which is the contraction of all fibres offIE" such 
that g, 0 ai=ffor both i= 1,2. Moreover LI!fl =Llg ., p(Yl)=P(Y2), Llf=Llg , 

II C and p(X) = p(Yi ) + 1 for i= 1,2. 

By an induction on p(X)-p(S), we have 

Corollary 6.4. LI f has n connected components Cl> •. " Cn such that 
C, is smooth andf-l(C,) is reducible for i= 1, ... ,n, where n=p(X)-p(S) 
-1. 

Proposition 6.5. Let the situation be the same as in (2) of Proposition 
6.3 and assume, in addition, that X is a Fano 3-fold. Then we have 

(1) If Yl is not a Fano 3-fold, then C~pl, El~pl XPI and (!)El(El) 
~(!)(-1, -1). 

(2) Either Yl or Y2 is a Fano 3-fold. 

Proof (1) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.5. Assume 
that neither Yl nor Y2 is a Fano 3-fold. Since every fibre off is connected 
s=El n E2 is not empty. Since (!)El(El) is negative by (1), (s.El)=(s.ElIE1)El 
is negative. On the other hand, since s moves in E2~plXPI, (s.El) is 
non-negative, which is a contradiction. q.e.d. 

The following is another important property of Fano conic bundles. 
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Proposition 6.6. Let f: X ~ S be a conic bundle and assume that X is 
a Fano 3-fold. Let E be an irreducible reduced curve on S such that (£2)<0 
andf-I(E) is irreducible. Then we have 

(1) E is an exceptional curve of the first kind. 
(2) flf-'(E)' is a trivial pI-bundle over E, and 
(3) there are a Fano conic bundle f': X'~S' and A: X~X', the 

contraction of the horizontal fibres of flf-'(E) such that f' 0 A =a 0 J, where 
a: S~S' is the blow down of E. 

Proof Let Z be a curve on X such that f(Z)=E. By (3.1), there 
are irreducible reduced curves Ct , 1 <i<n, such that [Ct] is on an edge 
of NE(X) and that Z ~ I:f~l atCt for some positive numbers at. Since 
(f*Z. E) is negative, (f* Ct· E) is negative for some i. It follows that there 
is an irreducible reduced curve C such that [C] belongs to an extremal ray 
R of X andf(C)=E. Since (CI-I(E)) is equal to (f*C. E) and negative, 
R is of type EIO E2, Ea, E4 or E5 andf-I(E) is the exceptional divisor of R 
by the classification of extremal rays. Since f-I(E) has a morphism cp= 
flf-'(E) onto E ~pl which does not contract the curve C belonging to the 
ray R, and since C and the fibre of cp are not numerically equivalent, R is 
of EI-type. Hence f-I(E) is smooth and has a pI-bundle structure 1{r: 
f-I(E)~T over a smooth curve T which contracts C to a point. It is easy 
to see that the morphism (cp, 1{r):f-I(E)~EX T is an isomorphism and 
both E and T are rational, which shows (2). By (2), C is a section of cp 
and we have (£2)=(f*C·E)=(CI-I(E))=-l from which (1) follows. 
Since Nf-'(E)/x is isomorphic to CP*NE/S and is not negative, the X' in A= 
contR:X~X', is a Fano 3-fold by Proposition 4.5. It will be clear that 
the morphism!': X'~S is well defined and is a conic bundle. q.e.d. 

Corollary 6.7. Letf: X~S be a Fano conic bundle. Then we have 
(1) every irreducible curve E on S with (E2) < 0 is an exceptional curve 

of the first kind, and 
(2) if E is an exceptional curve of the first kind, then il f is disjoint from 

E or contains E as a connected component. 

Proof (1) follows from (1) of Proposition 6.6, (2) of Proposition 6.3 
and (2) of Proposition 6.5. Iff-I(E) is reducible then ilf contains E as a 
connected component by Proposition 6.3. If f-I(E) is irreducible, then il f 
is disjoint from E by Proposition 6.6. Hence we have (2). q.e.d. 

For the classification of imprimitive Fano 3-folds with B2>3, it is 
necessary to classify the curves C on a Fano conic bundle Y such that the 
blow-up of Yalong C is a Fano 3-fold. Propositions 6.8 and 6.10 give 
strong necessary conditions on Cc Y. 
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Proposition 6.S. Let g: Y -+S be a Fano conic bundle and C a smooth 
irreducible curve on Y. Assume that the blow-up X of Yalong C is a Fano 
3-fold. Then we have 

(1) C does not meet any singular fibre of g; and (2) C is either (i) a 
smooth fibre of g or (ii) a subsection of g, i.e., giG is an embedding C~S. 
In the case (i), X is a conic bundle over S', the blow-up of Sat g(C). In 
the case (ii),f=g 0 a is a conic bundle such that L1f = L1g ilg(C), where a: X 
-+ Y is the blowing-up along c. 

Proof (1) Assume that C meets a singular fibre. Then C meets I, 
an irreducible component of a reducible fibre or the reduced part of a 
multiple fibre. In both cases, (-Ky· I) = 1. Hence if C =1= I, then X is not 
a Fano 3-fold by Proposition 4.7. If C=l and I is an irreducible com
ponent of a reducible fibre, C meets another component of the reducible 
fibre and hence Xis not a Fano 3-fold. If C=I and I is the reduced part 
of a multiple fibre, then NG1y=:;l!J(1)EBl!J( -2) and hence X is not a Fano 
3-fold by Proposition 4.9. 

(2) If g(C) is a point, then by (1), C is a smooth fibre of g. Assume 
that g(C) is not a point and X is a Fano 3-fold. Let Z be the proper 
transform of a fibre g-l(S). Then we have (D.Z)=(a*( -Ky)+Kx·Z)= 
(-Ky·a*Z)-(-Kx·Z) «-Ky .g-l(S))=2, where D is the exceptional 
divisor of a. Hence, for every s E S, g-l(S) is disjoint from C or intersect 
C transversally at one point. Therefore giG is an embedding. The latter 
part of (2) is almost clear. q.e.d. 

If C is a subsection of a conic bundle g: Y -+S such that g( C)nL1g = rp 
and X is the blow-up of Y along C, then there are a conic bundle g': Y' 
-+S (the elementary transform of g along C) and a morphism a': X-+Y' 
such that L1g,=L1g, p(Y)=p(Y'), satisfying the two conditions (a) goa= 
g' 0 a' and (b) a' is birational and an irreducible reduced curve Z on X is 
contracted to a point by a' if and only if Z is the proper transform of a 
smooth fibre of g meeting C (Proposition 6.3). 
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(6.9) (_Ky,)3=( -Ky)3+2(g(C)2)S-4( -Ky/s ' C). 

Proof Applying (4.3) to a and a', we have 

(_KX)3=( _Ky)3_2{( -Ky' C)-Pa(C)+ I} 

=( -Ky,)3_2{( -Ky,. C')-Pa(C')+ I}, 
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where C' is the center of the blowing-up a': X-+Y'. Since C~C'~g(C) 
and (g*Ks' C)=(g'*Ks ' C'), we have 

(_Ky,)3=(_Ky)3_2( -Ky/s' C)+2( -Ky,/s' C'). 

Since C and C' are subsections, (-Ky/s' C) and (-Ky,/s' C') are equal to 
the self-intersection numbers (C2)g_lg(C) and (C'2)g'_lg'(C')' respectively. 
Hence our assertion follows from: 

Claim. (C2)g_lg(C) + (C'2)g'_lg' (C) = (g(C)2)S' 

Let E(resp. E') be the exceptional divisor of a (resp. a') and r the 
intersection of E and E'. Since E' is the strict transform of g-'(C), 
(C2)g_lg(C) is equal to (r2)E" In the same way, we have (C'2)g'_lg'(C) = 
(P)E' On the other hand, we have (P)E+(P)E,=(E'2.E)+(P.E')= 
(E+E'. E· E')=(f*f*r ·r) = (f*r f*T)s = (g(cy)s, which shows the 
claim. q.e.d. 

Proposition 6.10. Let g: Y -+S be a Fano conic bundle and C a smooth 
irreducible subsection of g. If the blow-up X of Yalong C is a Fano 3-fold, 
then the elementary transform g': Y' -+S satisfies one of the following: 

(I) Y' is a Fano 3-fold, and 
(2) C ~P\ glg-lg(C) is a trivial pi-bundle and (-Ky/s' C) = 2{(g(C)2)S 

+I}. 

Proof Applying Proposition 4.5 for a', we have E'~pIXpl and 
(-Ky,' C')=O if Y' is not a Fano 3-fold. Hence C~pl and g-lg(C) is a 
trivial pi-bundle. By the claim in the proof of (6.9), (- Ky/s ' C) + 
(-Ky,/s' C')= (g(C)2)S' Hence (-Ky/s' C) = (g(C)2)S-( -Ky,/s' C') = 
(g(cy)-(g'*Ks' C')-(-Ky,' C')=(g(C)2)-(Ks·g(C»=2{(g(Cy)s+ I}. 

q.e.d. 

§ 7. Classification of imprimitive Fano 3-folds with B2> 3 

We show how to classify the imprimitive Fano 3-folds with B2>3. 

Proposition 7.1. An imprimitive Fano 3-fold X with B2=3 satisfies 
one of the following: 
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(1) X is isomorphic to the blow-up of a Fano conic bundle over p2, and 
(2) X is isomorphic to the blow-up of p 3 or Q along a disjoint union 

of two smooth irreducible curves on it. 

Proof. . Since X is imprimitive, X is isomorphic to the blow-up of a 
Fano 3-fold Y with B2 = 2 along a smooth irreducible curve C on Y. If 
Y has a conic bundle structure, then X satisfies (1). Hence by Theorem 
1.6, we may assume that Y is imprimitive. By Proposition 5.12 \\ e have 
the following 3 cases: 

Case in which Y is a blow-up of p 3: Let a: Y ~p3 .. be the blow-up. 
If C is disjoint from the exceptional divisor of a, then X satisfies (2). If 
C meets the exceptional divisor, then C is an exceptional line of a by 
Corollary 4.8. X is isomorphic to the blow-up of V7 by the proper trans
form of the center of a by /3, where /3: V7~p3 is the blow-up at the point 
a(C). Since V7 is a pI-bundle over p2, X satisfies (1). 

Case in which Y is a blow-up of Q: Let a: Y ~Q be the blow-up. If 
C is disjoint from the exceptional divisor of a, then X satisfies (2). If C 
is an exceptional line of a, then X is a blow-up of Q along a curve, where 
Q is the blow up of Q at a( C). Since Q is isomorphic to the blow-up of 
p3 along a conic, X satisfies (1) or (2) by the consideration in the above 
case. 

Case in which Y satisfies (c) in Proposition 5.12: We show that no 
blow-up of Y along a smooth irreducible curve is a Fano 3-fold. Let 
a: Y ~ Va be the blow-up. Y has a del Pezzo fibering f: Y ~pl, and a 
one-dimensional family of curves I with (-Ky ·/) = 1 and contained in 
fibres off. Let S be the union of such I's. 

Assume that cn S=I=p. Then C meets an I with the above property. 
If C=I=I, then we have (-Kx ·1')<0 for the proper transform I' and X is 
not a Fano 3-fold. If C=.I and C is contained in a smooth fibre of f, 
then C meets another I' with (-Ky ·1') = 1 and contained in the same 
fibre because the degree of the del Pezzo surface is equal to d and :::;;: 5. 
Hence X is not a Fano 3-fold. In the case C=I and C is contained in a 
singular fibre, we have a deformation of C whose general members C' are 
contained in smooth fibres. Since the blow-up X' along C' is nota Fano 
3-fold, X is not a Fano 3-fold because the ampleness of - Kx is an open 
condition. 

Assume that C n S = p. Since S is not contained in the exceptional 
divisor of a and p(Va) = 1, a(S) is an ample divisor of Va' Hence Cis 
an exceptional line of a. X is isomorphic to the blow-up of V~ by the 
proper transform Z' of Z by /3, where /3: V~~ Va is the blowing up at a( C). 
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Since Va is of index 2 and -Kva ~ 13*( -Kva)-2D for the exceptional 
divisor D of 13, - KVa is divisible by 2 in Pic V~. By I of § 2, V~ is not a 
Fano 3-fold. Since Z' ::=; Z is an elliptic curve and irrational X is not a 
Fano 3-fold by Proposition 4.5. q.e.d. 

X satisfying (1) in Proposition 7.1 are classified by Proposition 4.7, 
6.8,6.9 and 6.10. X satisfying (2) are classified by Corollary 4.6 and Pro
position 4.7. 

Example 7.2. Let Y be a Fano 3-fold in 2) of Theorem 1.7. Then 
Y is terminal, i.e., the blow up of Y along no smooth irreducible curve 
is a Fano 3-fold. 

Proof Y has two conic bundle structures 1': and 7: with ample dis
criminant locus. By Proposition 6.8, if the blow-up X of Yalong C is a 
Fano 3-fold, then both 1':( C) and 7:( C) would be a point. But such a curve 
C does not exist. Hence Y is terminal. q.e.d. 

Example 7.3. Let g be the pi-bundle Y =P(c!JEBc!J(2»~P2 and D the 
negative section off If the blow-up X of Y along a smooth irreducible 
curve C is a Fano 3-fo1d, then we have 

(1) C is a subsection disjoint from D, and 
(2) deg g(C)<4 

Proof Assume that X is a Fano 3-fold. Since ( - Ky' I) = 1 for every 
line I in D, C is disjoint from D. Hence we have (1) by Proposition 6.8. 
Put m=degg(C). Since -KY/p.~2D+g*c!Jp(2), (-KY{p.'C) is equal 
to 2m by (1). Since (-KY{p.' C)=2m*2(m2+ 1), the elementary trans
form g': Y' ~p2 is a Fano pi-bundle by Proposition 6.10 and (-Ky ,)3 = 
(-Ky)3+2m2-8m=62+2m2 -8m by (6.9). On the other hand by the 
classification of Fano 3-folds with B2=2, for a Fano pi-bundle Z over p2 
we have (-KZ )3=62, 56, 54,48, 46, 38 or 30 (cf. the forthcoming paper). 
Therefore we have m<4. q.e.d. 

For every C satisfying (1) and (2) of Example 7.3, the blow-up of Y 
along C isa Fano 3-fo1d and we have 

degg(C) 
(_KX)3 
Y' 

1 2 
50 40 
V7 P I XP2 

3 4 
32 26 
V7 P(c!JEBc!J(2» 

All Fano 3-folds with B2>4 are imprimitive. They can be classified 
by Propositions 4.7 and 6.8. 
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§ 8. Proof of Theorem 1.6. 

Let X be a primitive Fano 3-fold with B2?:. 2. By definition, X has 
no extremal ray of El,,,,-type. 

(8.1) X has an extremal ray of type Cl, C2, D l , D2 or Ds. 

Proof Let RB .. " Rn be the extremal rays of X of type El,b' E2, E8, 

E4 or E; and DB .. " Dn their exceptional divisors. 

Claim: Dt n Dj=r.fi if Dt=/=Dj. 

Assume that s=DtnDj is not empty. Then (s.Dt)=(s.Dtln,)n, is 
negative because (!J n,(D t) is negative and (s. D t) is nonnegative because s 
moves in Dj, which is a contradiction. Hence Dl n Dj=r.fi. 

Let r be the subcone of NE(X) generated by Rl, .. " Rn. 

Claim: (Z.Dt)<O for every Z E rand i. 

We may assume that Z belongs to R j for some j. If Dj=DI, then 
(Z. Dt)=(Z. Dj)<O. If Dj=/=Dt, then (Z·DI)=O because D1nDj=r.fi. 

By the claim, we have r4=NE(X), e.g. (_KX)2 ~ r. Therefore, by 
(3.1), NE(X) has an extremal ray not of type El,b' E2, E8, E4 or E;. q.e.d. 

(8.2) If X has an extremal. ray R of type DB D2 or D8, then X has another 
one of type Cl or C2 • 

Proof By definition of D-type, p(X) = 2. Let R' be another ex
tremal ray of X. 

Claim: R' is not of type E2 , Es, E4 or E;. 

Assume to the contrary. By (3.4), the exceptional divisor D of R' is 
mapped to a point by contR: X ~Pl. Since every fibre of contR is irreduci
ble, D is a fibre of contR, which contradicts (3.3). 

Claim: R' is not of type D l , D2 or Ds. 

Assume to the contrary. Since R=/=R', the morphism (contR' contR,): X ~pl 
XPI is surjective, which contradicts p(X)=2. 

By the above two claims, R' is of type Cl or C2• q.e.d. 

By (8.1) and (8.2), X has an extremal ray R of Cl or C2-type. By 
definition of C-type, the conic bundlef=contR: X~S satisfies 

(8.3) p(X)=p(S)+ 1 andf-l(C) is irreducible for every irreducible curve 
ConS. 

~~ S~~ m ~X~ 
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Proof By Proposition 3.5 and (3) of Proposition 6.6, S is a minimal 
rational surface. Hence S is isomorphic to p2 or pI-bundle Fn =P((!)ffi 
(!)(n)) over pl(n:f= ± 1). By (1) of Proposition 6.6, S is isomorphic to p2 
or FO~PIXPI. q.e.d. 

(8.5) If B2 =3, X has an extremal ray R':f=R of type EI,b' CI, or C2• 

Moreover if R' is of type CI or C2, then contR , is a conic bundle 
over PIXPI. 

Proof Let R' be an extremal ray :f=R. It suffices to show that R' 
is not of type E2, E3, E4 or E5• Assume to the contrary and let D be the ex
ceptional divisor of R'. By (3.4), D is mapped to a point by f: X---,;pl X 
pI, which is a contradiction. The latter part follows from (8.4). q.e.d. 

Theorem 1.6 follows from (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5). 

§ 9. Fano 3-folds with B2~ 6 

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2. The following is the first step 
of the proof. 

(9.1) An arbitrary Fano 3-fold Ywith B2 = 3 satisfies one of the following: 

i) Y has a conic bundle structure. 
ii) Y is isomorphic to the blow-up of p3 along a disjoint union of 

a line and a conic. 

Proof (Outline). By Propositions 7.1 and 6.8, we may assume that Y 
is isomorphic to the blow-up of V =p3 or Q along the disjoint union of 
two smooth curves CI and C2• Let Y i be the blow-up of V along Ci for 
i= 1,2. Since p(Yi )=2, Y i has a unique extremal ray whose contraction 
it is not the above map Y i ---,; V. We may assume that it is nota conic 
bundle by Proposition 6.8. If both t; and fz are morphisms onto pI, then 
Y has a morphism onto pI X pI and hence Y is a conic bundle over 
pI X pl. Hence we may assume that t; is a birational morphism. Let D 
be the exceptional divisor oft;. If D is not of E2-type, then D is covered 
by curves Z with (-K Y1 • Z) = 1. On the other hand, since the image 
Dc V is ample, (D. C~»O for the proper transform C~ of C2• Hence X 
is not a Fano 3-fold by Proposition 4.7, which contradicts our assumption. 
Hence D is of Ez-type. Then we have (D· C~) = 1. For otherwise, there 
is a line in D which intersects C; in at least 2 points. For the proper 
transform Z of the line, we have (Z· -Kx)<O which contradicts our as
sumption. Hence V is isomorphic to P3, the image D is a plane in V 
and C~ is the proper transform of a line C2 in V. Since (!)D(D)~(!)D( -1) 
and (!)D(D)~(!)D(l), CI is a conic in D. q.e.d. 
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By the following fact, we can apply the results in § 6 to prove Theorem 
1.2. 

(9.2) A Fano 3-fold X with Bz=4 has a conic bundle structure. 

Proof By Theorem 1.6, X is imprimitive. Hence X is isomorphic 
to the blow-up of a Fano 3-fold Y with Bz = 3 along a smooth irreducible 
curve C. If Y satisfies i) of (9.1), then X has a conic bundle structure by 
(2) of Proposition 6.8. Assume that Y satisfies ii) of (9.1) and let a: Y ~ 
pa the blowing up along a disjoint union of a line L and a conic Q. 

Claim: C is an exceptional line of a. 

Assume to the contrary. Then by Corollary 4.8, C is disjoint from the 
exceptional divisor of a. Let Z be a line which meets Land a( C) and is 
contained in the plane containing Q. Since Z meets Q at two points 
counted with multiplicity, we have (-Kx,Z')=(f3*<!lp(4),Z')_(fi-I(Q). 
Z')-(f3- I(L).Z')-(fi-I(a(C».Z')<4-2-1-1=O for the proper trans
form Z' of Z by f3, where f3: X ~p3 is the blowing-up along Q LI L LI a( C). 
This contradicts our assumption that X is a Fano 3-fold. 

By the claim, X is isomorphic to the blow-up of V7, the blow-up of 
pa at a point, along the proper transform of L LI Q. Since V7 is a pI-bundle 
over pz, X has a conic bundle structure by Proposition 6.8. q.e.d. 

We prepare the following two lemmas for the proof of (9.5), a 
stronger version of (9.2). 

Lemma 9.3. Let f: X ~S be a PI-bundle over S such that S has a pl
bundle structure ,,: S~PI. Iffl f -l(/) is trivial for every fibre I of", then X 
is isomorphic to Z X PI S for a PI-bundle Z over pl. 

Proof Let E be a vector bundle such that P(E);;:X. Byassump
tion, twisting E by some line bundle, we may assume that E h;;: <!l~2 for 
every fibre of ". By the base change theorem, we have E;;:,,*,,*E. It 
follows that X;;: P(" *E) X PI S. q .e.d. 

Lemma 9.4. Let f: X ~S be a Fano pI-bundle over S which has a p l-
bundle structure ,,: S~PI. Then one of the following holds: 

(a) f-I(l);;:pIXpl for every fibre I of", and 
(b) f-I(/);;:FI for every fibre I of ". 

Proof ThePI-bundlef-I(l) over I is a fibre of" of: X~pl and hence 
a del Pezzo surface. Thereforef-I(l);;:pIXpl or Fl' Since plXPI and 
FI cannot be deformed to each other, we have either (a) or (b). q.e.d. 
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(9.5) An arbitrary Fano 3-fold with Bz=4 has a conic bundle structure 
j: X ---+8 satisfying one of the following: 

(1) 8~PIXPt, and 
(2) 8 ~ pi X pi and LI f is ample. 

Proof. By (9.2), we may assume that X has a conic bundle structure 
j: X---+pl Xpi with Llf not ample. Llf is a disjoint union LI~=l Si XPI (or 
LI ~=1 pi X Si) for Sj) •• " Sn E pl. By (3) of Proposition 6.2 and Proposi
tion 6.3, X is isomorphic to the blow-up of a Fano pi-bundle g: Y ---+pl X 
pi along a disjoint union of subsections Ci over SiXpI, i=I," ·,n. 
Since Bz(X) = 4, we have n = 1. By Lemma 9.4, we have either (a) 
g-I(PI X t)~pl xpt for every t E pi or (b) g-t(PI X t)~Ft for every t E pl. 
Ct meets g-t(pt X t) transversally at one point. Since X is a Fano 3-fold, 
the point does not lie on the exceptional curve of the first kind on FI in 
the case (b). Let g': Y' ---+pl X pi be the elementary transform of g with 
center Ct. g'-I(PI X t) is isomorphic to the elementary transform of 
g-I(PI X t) with center Clng-I(plxt). Therefore in the case (b), 
g'-I(PI X t)~pl Xpl for every t E pl. Therefore by Lemma 9.3, y~pl 
XZ in the case (a) and Y'~pl XZ in the case (b) for a pi-bundle Z over 
pl. In both cases, X is isomorphic to the blow-up of pi X Z along a 
smooth irreducible curve C. 

Case Z ~ pi X pl. pi X Z is a pi-bundle over Z. Hence X is iso
morphic to a conic bundle over Z or the blow-up of Z at a point. Hence 
X satisfies (1). 

Case Z~PIXPI. Xis isomorphic to the blow-up of PIXPIXpl 
along C. PIXPIXPI has three pi-bundle structure l't'1' l't'z, l't's: plXplX 
pl---+pl X pl. It is easily seen that l't'i( C) is a point or an ample divisor 
for some i= 1,2 or 3. By Proposition 6.8, if l't'lC) is a point, then X 
satisfies (I) and if l't'lC) is ample, then X satisfies (2). q.e.d. 

Since a Fano 3-fold with Bz> 5 is imprimitive, we have by Proposi
tion 6.8 and (9.5): 

(9.6) A Fano 3-fold X with Bz>5 has a conic bundle structure /: X---+8 
such that 8~PIXPI. 

Let/: X---+8 be an arbitrary Fano conic bundle. By (1) of Corollary 
6.7 and the classification of relatively minimal rational surface, we have 
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(9.8) there is a morphism ex: S~plXpl which is a blowing-up at 
p(S)-2 points on P' XP' if p(S»3. 

Lemma 9.9. If p(S) > 3, thenfis a P'-bundle. 

Proof Let Z, = (Xl' y,), .. " Zn = (Xn' Yn) E p l X p l be the center of ex. 
Put E; = ex- l (z;) and let L; and M; be the proper transforms of X; X p l and 
p l XYi by ex, respectively, for i= I, .. " n. Both L; and M; are exceptional 
curves of the first kind by (1) of Corollary 6.7. 

Claim: Ll f is disjoint from E;, L; and M; for every i. 

Assume that Llf meets E;. Then by (2) of Corollary 6.7, Llf contains 
E; as a connected component. Hence Llf meets L;. But L; is a connected 
component of neither E; nor Ll f - E;, which contradicts Corollary 6.7. It 
follows that Ll f n Ei = cpo In the cases of L; and M;, the proof is the same. 

By the calim, Ll f is contained in S - U E; - U L; - U M; = p l X pl_ 
UX;XP1- UP' Xy;. Since this surface is affine and Ll f is complete, Ll f 
is empty, which shows the lemma. q.e.d. 

The following is a key to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 

Proposition 9.10. If f: X~S is a Fano conic bundle and p(S»3, 
then f is a trivial P'-bundle. 

Proof By Lemma 9.9 and (3) of Proposition 6.6, X is isomorphic to 
YXaS for a Fano P'-bundle g: y~plXP1. Since both flf- 1(Ll) and 

flf-1(Ml) are trivial p l -bundles, so are both glg-'(",XP') and glf-1(P1XY1)' By 
Lemma 9.4, glg-1(XXP1) is trivial for every X E P'. By Lemma 9.3, Y~Z 
XP' for a p l -bundle Z over P'. Since Z~g-1(P1XY1)~P1XP" g is 
trivial. It follows thatfis a trivial P'-bundle. q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let X be a Fano 3-fold with B2>6. By (9.6), 
X has a conic bundle structure f: X ~S with S t:. p l X P'. 

Claim: p(S»3. 

Assume to the contrary. Then, by Corollary 6.4, the number of con
nected components of Ll f is not less than p(X)-p(S)-1>3. Since every 
curve on p 2 is connected, S t:. P2. Since every curve on F, disjoint from 
the exceptional curve of the first kind is connected, S t:. F, by Corollary 
6.7. This contradicts (9.7). 

By the claim and Proposition 9. 1O,f is a trivial P'-bundle. Hence X 
is isomorphic to p l X S. Since X is a Fano 3-fold, S is a del Pezzo surface, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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